Dance
Combo I: Ages 3-5
Combo II: Ages 4-5/Recommendation

Dance/Gymnastics Combo

A 55-minute class that introduces ballet, tap, and gymnastics. This class is designed to introduce basic
ballet and tap movements and terminology using creative instruction and music during the first 25 minutes
of class. The class spends the remaining 30 minutes in the gym for gymnastic instruction. This is a great
first class and will help all students build strength, confidence, and body awareness. Combo II requires
instructor recommendation.
Primary A: Ages 5-7
Primary B: Ages 6-7

Primary

An hour-long class that introduces and furthers instruction in ballet and tap for primary-aged children.
Students will spend the first half-hour in ballet instruction and the second half-hour with tap instruction. This
is a great first class for older beginners as well as continuing and refining the concepts taught in Dance/
Gym Combo. Students will build confidence, focus, body awareness, musicality, rhythm, strength, and
grace. Primary B requires instructor recommendation.

Ballet

Level I: Ages 8+
Level II and up: Recommendation

Jazz

Level I: Ages 8+
Level II and up: Recommendation

Tap

Level I: Ages 8+
Level II and up: Recommendation

The foundation of all dance, IA’s ballet classes focus on posture, placement, and traditional ballet
technique. Dancers will learn both terminology and application of technical elements at the barre and in
center combinations as well as the self-discipline it takes to succeed in dance.

Jazz classes build upon ballet technique and layer in more modern movement and choreography
to create a style of dance that lets each dancer express his or her individuality. Students will be
exposed to many different styles of jazz, including classic, Broadway, street, and contemporary
to help create a well-rounded dancer.

Tap classes are designed to help students develop rhythm and sound. Emphasis is placed on developing
proper tap technique and creating clear sounds using a combination of barre work, center work, and
choreography. Students will be introduced to many different styles of tap, including Broadway and rhythm
tap. Interactive Academy is excited to be offering the Al Gilbert tap curriculum to all levels of tappers.

Hip Pop Combo

Ages 5-7

A dynamic, upbeat class that teaches hip hop and jazz fundamentals and gymnastics basics. Dancers
learn rhythm and coordination through age-appropriate choreography.

See Back
for
Class Times!

Hip Hop

Ages 7+

IA’s hip hop classes focus on age-appropriate hip hop dances and music.
This is a high-energy class that contains technical work and choreography.
Register online at www.interactiveacademy.org or call 317-733-3000 x0

